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PART ONE
ABOUT WEIDONG CLOUD EDUCATION
ABOUT WEIDONG CLOUD EDUCATION

Strategic Partner of the UNESCO

Executive Chairman of International Internet Education Alliance

Executive Director of IUIA

Best Partner of the Ministry of Education of PRC
In June 2014, a strategic cooperation agreement with UNESCO in the World Language Conference. Since 2015, Weidong Cloud Education has promoted the holding of two sessions, four times of International Conference on ICT in Education in Qingdao, China.

Cooperation with Educational policy and lifelong learning department in UNESCO to promote global educational development with information technology. Work very closely with the Unit for ICT In Education, UNESCO, pilot project in more 10 countries

<Qingdao Declaration>
A milestone document in ICT in international education, provides an action guide to the construction of ICT in international education.
Project with Institute for Information Technologies in Education: Building future schools with ICT competence and innovative pedagogy

Countries: Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan
Weidong Cloud Education Group and the UNESCO Higher Education Innovation Center ICHEI have deployed the Weidong Cloud Education Platform in a number of Asian and African countries, and have established the “Weidong Remote Smart Room” at the partner university of the “Digital Education Link Project” providing supportive vocational and professional education resources.
“Weidong Remote Smart Room” is under construction in 6 countries to boost the development of local education ICT and promote the achievement of global education fairness.

Cooperative university:
• the UET Lahore in Pakistan
• Addis Ababa University in Ethiopia
• the Royal University of Phnom Penh in Cambodia
• University of Kelaniya in Sri Lanka
• Ain Shams University in Egypt
• the University of Djibouti in Djibouti
PART TWO
INTERNET+EDUCATION
GLOBAL ECO-SYSTEM
INFRASTRUCTURE

Data center management & Cloud computing services & Construction and customization

- Weidong Data Center in Qingdao 5000 + cabinets
- New data centers in Beijing, Shanghai, Guizhou and Ordos
- Optical cable line laid between Beijing & Ordos by Weidong (700 km)
- Data Analysis and Statistics Service
ECOSYSTEM ENTRANCE

Weidong cloud class **Global internet education platform**

- User entrance, Connection with global trainees and teachers to share quality education resources
- All kinds of multi-language education resources
- Opening the basic capabilities and platform service to the cooperative organization.
- Building the user product matrix and the eco-system
ECOSYSTEM ENTRANCE

BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS
- Basic education
- Vocational education
- Higher education

PRODUCTS
- E-Learning
- Tianyuan Mathematics
- "Cloud + Terminal" Smart classroom
- Teaching data analysis platform
- VR Classroom
- Large Enterprises Training
- Small and Medium Enterprises Training
- LeJia Academy
- Online School
- Teacher Development Platform
- Industry Talent Training Platform
- Smartwatch
- Knowledge Map
- National Culture Exchange Platform
- Learning Management System
- Content Management System

PRODUCT SUPPORT
USER SUPPORT
APPLICATION PRODUCT

VR classroom  VR Educational Solutions

- Patent
- Interactive
- Rich Resources
- Self-editing
- Network Security
- Wide-application
- Multiplayer Collaboration
Campus Platform + Wearable Devices + AI

Safety Campus

GPS
Monitoring platform
Real-time communication
Electronic fence
........

LEARNING PLATFORM

Home-school Interaction
Class Schedule
Student Performance
Homework
........

WEARABLE DEVICES

WEARABLE DEVICES

CAMPUS PLATFORM
PART THREE

COOPERATION MODE
HARDWARE + PLATFORM + CONTENT
+ OPERATION + FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Providing single, campus, and regional solutions according to the scope of the application.

Providing basic, standard, professional solutions based on the infrastructure of the network environment.
SMART CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS

Regional Smart Classroom Solution

Campus Smart Classroom Solution

Independent Smart Classroom Solution
Campus Smart Classroom Solution is designed for schools with campus network. This solution provides an additional Campus Smarter Learning Platform which could run on campus network and get each smart classroom on campus connected.
Regional Smart Classroom Solution is designed for schools with Internet coverage and adopt the mode of “Cloud + Schools”.
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

More than 35 thousand customers, including more than 330 Fortune 500 companies

More than 350 thousand senior employees of the enterprises trained every year

More than 2 million online learning users globally

Covering more than 3000 courses and over 8000 training experts and tutors

Cooperating with more than 100 famous colleges from 14 countries

Reputations acquired among the industries: the Global Top Ten Online Learning Platform, the Global Top Ten Courses Establishment System, the Global Top Ten Training Outsourcing Service, the Global Top Ten Leadership Training, the Overseas Training Channel Appointed by State Bureau of Foreign Experts Affairs in China, the Foreign Experts Introducing Channel Appointed by State Bureau of Foreign Experts Affairs in China
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESOURCES

3000+ training courses  Covering 21 professional fields

1. Banking and Insurance
2. Environment
3. Financial Management
4. Information Technology
5. Management and Communication
6. Manufacturing
7. Quality Control
8. Human Resources
9. Supply Chain Management
10. Sanitation and Health
11. Transport, Customs and Procurement
12. Public Sector Management
13. Credit & Finance
14. Management & Leadership
15. HR & Training
16. Marketing
17. Personal Impact & Effectiveness
18. Professional Office Administration
19. Project Management
20. Sales & Service
21. Try Something Different

Weidong Cloud Education provides professional & vocational education and training services for the global customers, and sets up service branches in the 16 countries of the five continents.
OPERATION SERVICE

Providing the customized operation service and matching the required content and service to the user's needs.
1. Lower cost: low interest loans for 5 - 10 years
2. Timeliness: Getting the quality internet education service as soon as possible
3. Quality assurance: Product and technology conforms
BENEFITS TO THE NATION

Resolve the problem of education imbalance

Increase the local employment

National economy increase

Enterprises localization management

Improve education quality
Weidong Cloud Education, serves for education development with ICT technology, jointly with global educational partners to build up a bright future together.
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